
 
Job Title: Outside Sales / Sales Hunter Role  
Department: Production Division  
Location: Near a major airport – Domestic or International   
Job Type: Contract to Hire 
Document Number: JD_OS001.00 
 
Company Introduction: 

Are you ready to join a winning team poised for significant growth? Porter Process Technologies (PPT) is 
an engineering services company focusing on early-stage process development and modular system 
design. We serve customers in various market segments: specialty chemicals, refining, synthetic and 
petroleum-based fuels, petrochemicals, polymers, cannabinoid (CBD) technology, catalysis, alternative 
energy, biofuels, biotechnology, food and pharmaceuticals. We have a team of experienced process 
engineers, SME's, piping engineers, and modelers who lend a hand to our customers for projects in: 
Conceptual Project Development, Engineering FEED Studies, Process Simulations, Intellectual Property 
Creative Development, Owner's Engineering Services, Technical Due Diligence (R&D projects) 

Porter Process Technologies Company Values & Company Culture: 

PPT is a ‘scrappy start-up’ where, like our caveman ancestors, we leave the cave, kill something large 
and have our buddies help us drag it back home.   

We do NOT BELIEVE in bosses, empire builders, corporate stupidity, or meaningless work that provides 
no job satisfaction. We BELIEVE in creating success by delivering the highest value proposal, extreme 
responsiveness & flexibility, honesty, safety and moving faster than any stodgy corporation with minimal 
breakage. 

Position Objectives: 

The independent engineering consultant candidate should have a knack for seeking out new 
projects/new business. We are looking for those that have deep relationships with prospective clients in 
this industry. The candidate should able to understand the basics of engineering design and application, 
and be able to work collaboratively with the engineering team/ Subject Matter Experts to prepare 
quotations and competitive proposals. The candidate should be a self-motivated, positive individual, 
with proven time management skills and able to work independently with minimal supervision. Strong 
English written and verbal communication skills are an essential requirement, as well as fluency in SME 
technical jargon (would be an asset). 

We are seeking business developers in this field who are a fit to our organization and are well-connected 
within the industry. Please note that all work is performed on a contractual basis.  As PPT grows there 
will be opportunities for a permanent hire. 

Required Position Skillsets: 

 Knowledge of technology design process (R&D to Basic Engineering Packages) 
 Commercial opportunity discernment for the identification differentiated value propositions 



 
 Technical opportunity discernment to eliminate potential opportunities that carry an 

unacceptable level of technical risk 
 Excellent presentation & communication skills 
 Professional personality of the candidate aligns the Porter Process Technologies Company 

Culture & Company Values 
 The ability to search situations for solid project opportunities (shoot ‘the value proposition gun’ 

to identify client needs) 
 Hunter mentality with deep relationships within industry - able to get in the door, and, with 

engineering support, close contracts 
 The ability to adequately explain any highly technical concept to any non-technical professional 

in less than 60 seconds. 
 The ability to quickly create strong technical & commercial alignment with all stakeholders: 

clients, Inside Sales Engineers, Management, Project Managers, etc.  

Required Professional Credentials: 

 Degree in Chemical Engineering preferred, MBA is a plus 
 Minimum 8-10 years of experience in process technology, engineering, EPC companies, oil & 

gas, or other niche specialty 
 Some chemical process design experience is preferred (ASPEN, ChemCAD, HYSIS, ProII, etc) 
 High degree of commercial acumen with an ability to react to changes given a start-up 

atmosphere 
 Legal Work Authorization (USA) 
 Willingness to work for aggressive commission-based compensation 
 Contract-to-hire 


